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THE BEACH-HEAD

By Basil Gingell Representing the Combined British Press

Allied Beach-head Forces, April 2,

With the commencement of the eleventh week on the Fifth Army ’s beach-head there

are indications that the German forces which surround it are becoming impatient and

are taking on a more aggressive role. It is a month ago today that the enemy*s last

determined thrust against our perimeter defences was halted, and since that time he

has shown no desire to plunge forward with those bludgeoning attacks which brought some

territorial gains but which proved so costly in man power.

The increased enemy activity now noticeable arc modest efforts compared with

previous attacks, but they have been carried out in the last two or three days all round

the beach-head. The drying ground, apparently, gives better foothold for the tanks and

self-propelled guns and movements of these weapons have been observed. Two tanks which

were seen moving forward were knocked out by our tank destroyers, but the enemy had more

luck with a self-propelled gun oporeating under smoke screen, which shelled one of our

outposts. This action took place along the eastern boundary of the beach-head. Also on

this side, but nearer the sea, another enemy force attempted a raid on troops holding

the Mussolini Canal area. This attack was satisfactorily seen off.

There was also a brush in the wadis the extreme left of our beach-head line,

where British troops engaged a raiding enemy company.

These enemy attacks over such a wide range - they have been all along the perimeter -

may well be reconnaisance moves prior to ■ nether thrust or, alternatively, merely

nuisance, harassing moves* In the last month there has unquestionably been reorganisa-

tion and reshuffling among the German facing beach-head and with interior lines

of communication for such changes, probably few of Von Mackerisen 1 s men hove remained

within sound of the guns for the length of time that many of the beach-head forces have

remained.

Unlike the enemy, .Allied forces, even 'when out of line resting, cannot get away from

the

gunfire, which ranges to the furthermost parts of/beach-hood, The 'word "quietness" as

o description of the present lull is purely n comparative term, for the long-range

shelling that drops high explosives along the water line, no less than the regular fire

that prevails in such sectors as the fly-over bridge, provides more or less a constant

■background of noise.
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